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This is a Christian Apologetics book, which means it explains why Christianity is true and why that impacts every person on the planet... It
illustrates how it takes a massive amount of blind faith to believe there is no God... But to tell you the truth, that's been done before, and it's
been done masterfully by many much more qualified apologists than James Finke... Think Frank Turek and Norm Geisler in "I Don't Have
Enough Faith to Be an Atheist," J. Warner Wallace in "Cold-Case Christianity," C.S. Lewis in "Mere Christianity," or Rebecca McLaughlin in
"Confronting Christianity," just to name a few... So, what's different about this book? Perspective. James is not a pastor or a professional
apologist. He is just a "regular guy" with the same fundamental questions as you: Is there a purpose for my life? Will I someday see my
friends and relatives again that have passed away? What religion is "right?" Is there a right and wrong way to live? Should I be going to
church? After years of investigation, James boils down his takeaways and shares them as only a "regular guy" can. Expert scientific research
is referenced, but forget about hyper-technical scientific discussion or religious terms you're not familiar with. You will learn from this book
whether you're a devout Christ follower, have never set foot in church, or lie somewhere in between. Biblical truths are taught using everyday
topics ranging from baseball to panic attacks to conversations with a 6-year-old. If you're already a Christian, get ready to be equipped. There
is nothing more loving you can do than to share the Good News of Jesus Christ with others, and this book will train you up to do that. If you've
not yet put your faith in Jesus, any other changes you're making in your life is just rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic. If you're open to the
truth, it's here for you... From the editor... This book is amazing and truly inspiring. It reveals and opens the reader's heart to a lot of hidden
knowledge about the awesomeness of Jesus. This book serves the purpose of which it is written, which is to fully open the eyes of man to the
fact that God is real and can be seen when we simply look around us. I would strongly recommend this book to everyone, especially those
still in doubt of the existence of God.
This timely and accessible book offers a fresh, contemporary introduction to Christian apologetics, arguing for a version that is theological,
philosophical, and "catholic" and embracing the whole of human reason. It emphasizes a foundation in theology that is both confident and
open and makes reference to philosophy in an accessible way. It includes contributions from authors such as Alister McGrath and Graham
Ward and a foreword by John Milbank.
Each year brings to light new scientific discoveries that have the power to either test our faith or strengthen it--most recently the news that
scientists have created artificial life forms in the laboratory. If humans can create life, what does that mean for the creation story found in
Scripture? Biochemist and Christian apologist Fazale Rana, for one, isn't worried. In Creating Life in the Lab, he details the fascinating quest
for synthetic life and argues convincingly that when scientists succeed in creating life in the lab, they will unwittingly undermine the
evolutionary explanation for the origin of life, demonstrating instead that undirected chemical processes cannot produce a living entity.
How do you share the gospel with those who don't think they need it? Someone you know is a Mormon—a family member, a coworker, a
friend, or a neighbor—and you long to present the truth about Jesus and what God's Word teaches. But where do you start? How can you
convey what's on your heart in a way that will be well received? Every relationship and situation is unique, and that's why these essays from
respected scholars, apologists, and pastors—including Sandra Tanner, Robert Bowman, David Geisler, Bill McKeever, Mark Mittelberg, J.
Warner Wallace, Lynn Wilder, and others—lays out a variety of creative methods for sharing the gospel effectively so you can... initiate
authentic conversations respond with compassion and clarity to Mormon teachings understand your Mormon friends and find ways to keep
the dialogue going Speaking the truth to Mormons can feel daunting when you're unprepared. Let the suggestions in this book give you solid
ideas for reaching those who are lost but don't realize it.
One of the best defenses for Vatican II is a discussion about the hermeneutic on continuity versus the hermeneutic of rupture. Instead of
going into the debate itself this book offers a series of common claims that would support the hermeneutic of rupture and offers a series of
hermeneutic of continuity responses. This would be considered the first part of the book. It also includes my article on communion on the
hand (available separately under the title 'Communion on the Hand is not a Sin nor Sacrilege' by Geo. West.). The first past is based upon a
claim and response format. The second part is a collection of biblical and personal reflections/comments on the heart of many Vatican II
apologetic problems or answers. This section also deals with Pope Francis apologetics so often linked with defending Vatican II. In this part
the goal is not so much to refute accusations as to provide positive reasons to believe in Vatican II and ways to reach the heart and not just
the mind. The third section is a short collection of concordance entries for Vatican II as well as a series of links and resources. The links to
websites were valid as of November 2020. The focus of the first two parts is on timeless accusations against Vatican II. The types of
arguments that have appeared and will appear again and again if not refuted. The third section dives into topics not only of further research
but also on news items from the years 2018-2020. Vatican II, the 21rst ecumenical council, did not define any new dogma or condemn
heresies just like the First - Third Lateran councils. Yet, it was not just pastoral, because it reaffirmed and developed doctrine especially in its
4 major constitutions. Any teaching of the Ordinary and Universal Magisterium of the Church is assisted by the Holy Spirit (CCC 688). It also
requires religious assent, which though different than the assent of faith is related to it (CCC 892). Please do excuse the spelling, I made a
large effort to correct the grammar, but it is not my strength and writing on these topics is only something I do on my spare time during
weekends off. I hope the largely inexpensive cost of the book will make up for its lack of grammar.
Many people feel an uncomfortable aversion to the idea of witnessing to other people, perhaps it is because they have had a poor experience
of it in the past or they just don't know what to say. Perhaps they are just afraid of what other people are going to think of them, whatever the
reason, we are commanded in scripture to make disciples of all of the world. This book will give you a toolbox that you can reach into while
witnessing to people, to answer some of the difficult questions that can and will arise during the conversation. It will make you aware of some
of the wrong thinking or logical fallacies that we tend to employ when we discuss a topic. It will answer questions and explain statements like,
"Can the scriptures really be trusted?" "God can't work with a sinner like me!" "Why does God allow so much evil?" It will also look at some of
the basics of witnessing to other religious groups, and responding to what they believe. This book will open a door for you to go and spread
the Good News of Jesus Christ. I will hopefully give you the courage, and the knowledge to step out of your box and talk to those people that
God has brought into your life that He wants you to share His message with. There is no pressure to share because God doesn't ask you to
do it alone, He will be right there with you giving you the wisdom to know what to say and what to do as He draws the person closer to Him. It
is our job to plant the seed, and to water it. God will make it grow and produce fruit when the person is ready for it to bloom. Take courage my
friend, God is there with you, seek his will and He will direct you to the people that He wants you to talk to, witness to, to reason with, and to
share your testimony with, so that through all of those things He will be Glorified.Blessings to you.
Dry, offbeat, and mostly profane, How to Be Inappropriate glorifies all things TMI. Arguments, lists, barstool rants, queries, pedantic
footnotes, play scripts, commonplace miscellany, profiles, and overly revealing memoir-ettes, How to Be Inappropriate adds up to the portrait
of a 20-something-become-30-something, bachelor-become-husband, boy-man-about-town who bumbles through life obsessed with one
thing; extreme impropriety. In How to Be Inappropriate, Daniel Nester determines the boundary of acceptable behavior - mostly by
disregarding it. As a here-to-cut-a-hipster-swathe-through-the-city man he looks for love with a Williamsburg abstract painter who has had her
feet licked for money. As a teacher, he tries out curse words with Chinese students in ESL classes. Along the way, Nester provides a short
cultural history on mooning and attempts to cast a spell on a neighbor who fails to curb his dog. He fields middle fingers from bratty NYU film
students, explores the world of Christian parody bands, befriends exiled video game king Todd Rogers, re-imagines a conversation with
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NPR's Terry Gross, and invents a robot version of Kiss bassist Gene Simmons. For Daniel Nester, also known as Captain Embarrassment, to
be inappropriate is a matter of worldview, a code of behavior. Every moment skews to the profane, inappropriate, and just plain wrong. No
matter which misadventure catches your eye, How to Be Inappropriate will make you appreciate that someone else has experienced these
embarrassing sides of life, so you won't have to.

John Ankerberg, John Weldon, and Dillon Burroughs team up to revise and update "The Facts on Islam, " a popular
Facts On book (more than 1.9 million copies of books from this series sold). Known for their extensive research and Bible
knowledge, these authors offer readers the essential facts they need to evaluate and discuss today's issues regarding
Islam. The concise, easy-to-follow information helps readers answer such questions as: How did Islam begin and who
was Muhammad? What do Muslims believe and what do they teach about Jesus? Is Allah the same "person" as the
biblical God? Whether readers are merely curious or searching for specific information, "The Facts on Islam" will give
them what they are looking for--easy-to-understand, factual, and relevant information about Islam.
R. C. Sproul surveys the history and fundamentals of apologetics to show that reason and scientific inquiry can be strong
allies in defending the existence of God and the authority of the Bible.
Catholic Apologetics teaches a budding apologist how to effectively witness to and defend the faith. We begin with a
presentation of virtues an apologist is to embody, which includes both moral and intellectual virtues. The reader is taught
how to use basic logic, rational argumentation, and non-rational argumentation to further the Good News of Jesus Christ.
Apologetic topics that are presented include God¿s existence, the presence of evil, faith and science, Christ¿s divinity
and resurrection, sola scriptura, the Eucharist, the Papacy, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Communion of Saints,
Mormonism, Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam.
This book claims that the God of the Bible is the true God and that we are all his children. He has prepared heaven as a
place for his children to spend eternity. The text explains how you can be assured that you can enter Heaven.
Apologetics? What is that? Isn’t that for theologians and pastors? These are the rebuttals one might receive when
encouraging Christians to learn and engage in apologetics, the defense of the Christian faith. This book isn’t about
apologetics per se. Instead, it reviews the many benefits for Christians engaging in apologetics and learning about it. Dr.
Almodovar reviews what aspects of the field helped strengthen her own faith and brought excitement in bringing the good
news of the forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ as she spoke with those who aren’t Christians. Over the past years,
Dr. Almodovar has actively engaged in encouraging Christians to actually do apologetics and many have come back to
her saying it not only helped them answer the questions of non-believers but strengthened their own faith knowing now
the great amount of evidence there is for the Christian religion. If you’ve never engaged in defending the faith, now is the
time to learn how it will benefit you in your walk with Christ and perhaps excite you to dig a little deeper so you too can
answer their questions about Jesus, his life, death, and resurrection for the forgiveness of all our sins.
The gospel really is the best news anyone will ever receive. So why do Christians shy away from talking about Jesus
outside of church? And, when they do speak of Jesus, why do they often get a disinterested or scornful reponse? Mack
Stiles offers a wealth of answers, ideas and stories in this heads-up, hands-on evangelism handbook. His creative
strategies for reaching an ethnically, culturally, economically, educationally, geographically and ideologically diverse
world with the best news ever are drawn directly from his own work as an evangelist in today's student world. In
Speaking of Jesus he shows readers how to keep their eyes open for "divine appointments," how to approach others with
a servant spirit, how to cross relational barriers, how to simply tell one's own story of faith, and how to answer questions
with honesty and confidence. Speaking of Jesus may well be an Out of the Saltshaker for the 1990s and beyond. With
contagious enthusiasm, Stiles stresses that evangelism isn't about exhibiting superhuman courage or perfecting
specialized techniques or exercising extraordinary gifts. Instead, he shows that people of faith can use everyday
situations and everyday language to pass on the simple--and simply wonderful--news about Jesus.
International apologists present a compelling and inspiring case for how to draw on the resurrection for everyday
Christian living.
A faithful Lutheran scholar of "Old Missouri" (Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod) Surburg exposes the errors of those who attack the inerrancy
of the Bible, the Genesis account of creation, and the historicity of Christianity. According to him, evolution is not a factual science. Surburg
responds to atheists and skeptics who reject Christianity. He comments on the evolutionary speculation of the origins of languages. Exposes
the defective theology of C. S. Lewis, Jaroslav Pelikan, and others. Surburg shows that Dietrich Bonhoeffer rejected the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, the cornerstone of the Christian faith. This volume has articles on the Quran, Zoroastrianism, the Trinity, the Jerome Biblical
Commentary, the New Catholic Encyclopedia, and traditional Roman Catholic ethics versus historical Lutheran ethics.
Apologetics is the art of understanding the Good News, and explaining it to others. Many Christians are lost, without an understanding if the
Gospel, even though they claim to fully understand it. It is the duty of all Christians to properly understand the Gospel (good news) and once
understood, to explain it to others so that they may participate in the new Covenant offered by Christ. Most Christians already participate in
the Gospel, but many who think they know the Gospel are completely mistaken, and do not participate in the one Church established by
Christ. They are cut off from the Body of Christ. Please reach out and help your lost brothers and sisters - How? In this book we present the
method for practical Apologetics, as well as initial resources to help understand and deliver the facts of Christianity to christians.
This provocative textbook critiques the modern apologetic enterprise and contextualizes faithful Christian witness to the truth of the gospel for
a postmodern generation.
For the average Christian who longs to share their faith effectively but doesn't know where to begin, Every Believer Confident is the ultimate
guidebook. All believers are called to make disciples and "give an answer" when objections are raised against the faith. Most Christians want
to share and defend their beliefs, but they often feel ill-equipped. They desire to reach friends, family, coworkers, and classmates with the
good news of Jesus Christ, but lack confidence and skill. They want to be like Jesus and effectively engage the lost with the powerful truth of
the gospel. They just don't know how. What's needed is a way to simplify apologetics and make it accessible to the average church member
who will never study philosophy or science. If every church member was indeed a skilled evangelist, churches would not have to depend on
come-and-see events to reach the community, because every member would be practicing the go-and-tell approach Scripture assumes.
Every Believer Confident: Apologetics for the Ordinary Christian simplifies the basic principles of apologetics and provides effective strategies
for use in actual encounters with unbelievers. It provides a structure whereby any Christian can engage anyone they meet, move the
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conversation to spiritual matters, answer objections raised against the Christian faith, and present the gospel of Christ in all its glory and
rationality.
In his well-received Christless Christianity, Michael Horton offered a prophetic wake-up call for a self-centered American church. With The
Gospel-Driven Life he turns from the crisis to the solutions, offering his recommendations for a new reformation in the faith, practice, and
witness of contemporary Christianity. This insightful book will guide readers in reorienting their faith and the church's purpose toward the
Good News of the gospel. The first six chapters explore that breaking news from heaven, while the rest of the book focuses on the kind of
community that the gospel generates and the surprising ways in which God is at work in the world. Here is fresh news for Christians who are
burned out on hype and are looking for hope. Now available in trade paper.
An introduction to what Jewish people believe and how Christians can reach out to them with the Gospel Many Christians are fearful of
engaging in conversations about their faith with Jewish people-knowing that there are complex issues and suspicions that lie deep beneath
the surface. And yet there are many points of contact, and much common ground. This short book is designed to help both Christians and
whole churches understand more about the variety of Jewish people we might work with, meet or know, and to reach out to them with the
good news of the gospel. Written at a level that everyone can understand, this book emphasizes the importance of forming loving, honest and
open relationships as part of the way we engage with our Jewish friends.
Take a journey from doubt to belief It can be hard to share your faith with others, especially when people can't agree on whether there is even
any actual truth. With that in mind, Chad Meister has developed a simple, logical way for you to help others move past relativism to a place
where Christian belief makes sense: the Apologetics Pyramid. In Building Belief, Meister leads you up each step of the pyramid, beginning
where many find themselves today--doubting if anything is really true. From there, he powerfully builds a case for absolute truth, the
existence of God, universal morals and values, the reliability and divine inspiration of the Bible, the resurrection of Christ, and ultimately, the
good news that Jesus is the Son of God who offers salvation to the world. "Join Chad Meister in this concise, clear, and compelling book as
he builds a persuasive case for the truth of Christianity."--Lee Strobel, author, The Case for Christ and The Case for Faith "An excellent book
to lead earnest enquirers from doubt to conviction about the basic truths of the Christian faith."--Norman L. Geisler, dean, Southern
Evangelical Seminary and Bible College "Chad Meister is a force to be reckoned with, and this delightful little book is a timely resource to be
studied by Christians and given to non-Christians."--J. P. Moreland, distinguished professor of philosophy, Talbot School of Theology; author,
Love Your God with All Your Mind "Building Belief is thoughtful, fresh, and full of personal and practical illustrations. Meister strikes just the
right balance, providing a model for how apologetics ought to be done."--Paul Copan, Pledger Family Chair of Philosophy and Ethics, Palm
Beach AtlanticUniversity "Meister offers both the tools and the method for making discussions with skeptics more fruitful."--Jay W. Richards,
research fellow, Acton Institute; coauthor, The Privileged Planet

Have you ever questioned how God can allow so much evil and suffering in this world? Perhaps you are kept awake at
night wondering if God even hears your prayers at all. Do you get anxious speculating if God has a specific plan for your
life? Is Christianity more true than other religions? Maybe you have even questioned if our gift of free will is worth the
horrific consequences that we see so often on the daily news. During an afternoon walk, Kevin was pondering some of
these same questions. One kept nagging at him: why would God create us to live in such a broken world? As he walked
in silence, the question continued to haunt him. God answered him in the depths of his heart with a question of his own.
“If you are willing to question why I would bring my children into such a fallen world, then how do you justify bringing your
own three children into the same world?” The answer was the start of a journey, a humble journey into the heart of God,
which became From One Father to Another.
Much of the New Testament was written in urban settings, in which the Christian communities had to deal head-on with
issues such as race, equality, justice, sexuality, money, and economics. But much of today’s apologetics (engagement
with the questions that people are asking about Christianity) come from suburban churches and academic studies. Urban
believers—those who live and minister in America’s inner cities—often face unique issues, not often addressed by the
larger Christian community. These questions aren’t neat or easy to answer but need to be addressed by applying biblical
truth in the culture and challenges of urban life. Author Chris Brooks has ministered for years in the urban environment as
well as received extensive theological training. In Urban Apologetics, he seeks to connect the riches of the Christian
apologetic tradition with the issues facing cities—such as poverty, violence, and broken families. He brings an urban
rhythm and sensitivity to the task of demonstrating the relevance of faith and the healing truth that Christ provides.
Discovering the Good News in John will help you recognize the profound implications of salvation and see why it matters
so much in your own life. This exploration of the Gospel of John is packed with compelling insights, motivating devotions,
and plenty of creative ways to engage with the Scripture.
I believe the reason many in the media, in academia and in politics have not accepted the gospel is we as Christians
have not explained the gospel to them in a manner that makes sense. If people understood the gospel they would
receive it. When the gospel message is understood, they would like it because it is good news that brings happiness to a
hopeless soul. The central goal for Christian Apologetics is most purely stated as handling objections and further honest
objections standing in the way of individuals coming to faith. In this compact book designed concisely for busy people
who need solid answers about the Christian belief system one will come away with solid answers and with the awakening
of logical and critical thinking regarding biblical claims. Disciplines such as Archeology, History, Astronomy, Jewish
Studies and Natural Sciences are separate disciplines that support bible claims and when explored give peace of mind to
adherents of Christianity but also to those of other belief systems who seek an objective scholarly study of the Christian
Bible. Apologetics which means a defense of the faith, to defend a position, to persuade, providing evidence sufficient to
bringing a trial from an arraignment stage to a full blown trial, which was recorded by the Apostle Peter and engaged by
the Apostle Paul, in a literal sense when he stayed in Corinth for a year and a half just to teach, to reason with and to
answer questions for the Corinthian believers and seekers who had honest questions. The Apostle Paul also engaged
apologetics when persuading King Agrippa and Festus. The great Apostle Paul knew by the leading of The Holy Spirit
when to preach, when to teach and when to sit with people and when to answer their questions so that the barriers to
their believing would be removed. See Acts 18:11 which records "So Paul stayed in Corinth for a year and a half,
teaching them the word of God." I believe the reason many in the media, in academia and in politics have not accepted
the gospel is we as Christians have not explained the gospel to them in a manner that makes sense. If people
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understood the gospel they would receive it. You are in for a treat and instant growth just by reading this 103 page book.
The contents are concise but derived from a first year seminary level course in Christian Apologetics formatted for a busy
person to read in short bites. You wont be the same. God Bless You.
Urban ApologeticsWhy the Gospel is Good News for the CityKregel Publications
Apologetics? What is that? Isn't that for theologians and pastors? These are the rebuttals one might receive when
encouraging Christians to learn and engage in apologetics, the defense of the Christian faith. This book isn't about
apologetics per se. Instead, it reviews the many benefits for Christians engaging in apologetics and learning about it. Dr.
Almodovar reviews what aspects of the field helped strengthen her own faith and brought excitement in bringing the good
news of the forgiveness of sins through Jesus Christ as she spoke with those who aren't Christians. Over the past years,
Dr. Almodovar has actively engaged in encouraging Christians to actually do apologetics and many have come back to
her saying it not only helped them answer the questions of non-believers but strengthened their own faith knowing now
the great amount of evidence there is for the Christian religion. If you've never engaged in defending the faith, now is the
time to learn how it will benefit you in your walk with Christ and perhaps excite you to dig a little deeper so you too can
answer their questions about Jesus, his life, death, and resurrection for the forgiveness of all our sins.
????????Amazon????? ????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????30????? ????????????????????????
???????????????? ??????????????
?????????????????????????????????26??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??26????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????……???????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????? ?????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????Archibishop Desmond
Tutu??1984?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????William D. Philips??1997????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????Dr. Armand Nicholi????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????Dr.
Robert H. Schuller??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????Kennth Miller????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????Paul Davis??????? ??? ?? (??)
Praise for The Gospel of the Cosmos If you are a Christian, and have always felt at the mercy of big-brained men and
women who seemed to effortlessly attack your faith in the God of the Bible and make you feel small and stupid, get ready
to be pumped to the gills. Mr. Renick has crafted this magnum opus, The Gospel of the Cosmos into a sword of the Lord.
Make no mistake - this is a book of science and philosophy, not theology. Mr. Renick relies on sheer reasoning to
completely dismantle the past 100 years of pseudo-science masquerading as enlightened truth. He relentlessly goes
after the Darwinist, the naturalist, and even Supreme Court Justices, crafting often beautifully elegant arguments the likes
of which they have never before seen. If you are a Christian you will find yourself time and time again pumping your fist
and yelling "Yes!" as you immerse yourself in the pure joy of reading a defense of what you have always known in your
heart to be the truth of God. Robert Cameron, PhD. Johns Hopkins University JOSEPH RENICK, MS, ENGINEERING
Joseph Renick graduated from Texas A&M in 1960 with a BS in Aeronautical Engineering and a commission as a 2nd
Lieutenant in the USAF. He then served nine years on active duty as a fighter pilot with the Air Force accruing over 2300
hours flying time. After separation from active duty he obtained a MS in Engineering from Arizona State University and for
the next 45 years worked as a research scientist with DOD and DOD contractors.
This book is written to search and testify for the Truth in a world currently dominated by fake news and all kinds and
shades of moral relativism. Our postmodern world is currently dominated by liberal, secularist and materialistic ideology.
Our Christian beliefs and our Christian morality are constantly and vehemently being attacked. BUT Jesus said, "Let not
your heart be troubled." [John 14:1] "In the world you shall have distress. But have confidence. I have overcome the
world." [John 16:33] This book is written to give hope, consolation, encouragement and inner healing for Christians and
Catholic believers. Our beliefs are not myths or fables of history. Our beliefs are firmly rooted in the historical Jesus
Christ, His person and His teaching.
The word apologetics can be intimidating. Some Christians wonder if we're apologizing for what we believe and others
may think apologetics is only about arguing with others. This book aims to change those false perceptions. Written in
clear and concise language, the hope is that you will walk away from this text not only being able to define Christian
apologetics but with a desire to share the Good News as we're mandated by Scripture to do in 1 Peter 3:15. If you're new
to apologetics, you'll learn the basics of how and why we are called to defend the Christian faith, and if you're already
familiar with apologetics, you will be filled with a renewed sense of urging that churches should incorporate apologetics
into what they offer their congregations. This book also includes a helpful glossary and a list of resources for further
reading.
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The inspiring personal testimonies of such well-known people, are compelling stories of challenging spiritual journeys that
will be a source of deep inspiration for readers in their own spritual walk.
The modern apologetic enterprise, according to Myron Penner, is no longer valid. It tends toward an unbiblical and
unchristian form of Christian witness and does not have the ability to attest truthfully to Christ in our postmodern context.
In fact, Christians need an entirely new way of conceiving the apologetic task. This provocative text critiques modern
apologetic efforts and offers a concept of faithful Christian witness that is characterized by love and grounded in God's
revelation. Penner seeks to reorient the discussion of Christian belief, change a well-entrenched vocabulary that no
longer works, and contextualize the enterprise of apologetics for a postmodern generation.
Fear, uncertainty, intimidation. These are some of the common responses that prevent Christians from telling the gospel
to others. In "Telling the Good News" you will gain a growing confidence to tell the gospel to those around you. Through
studying the theology of the gospel and learning practical methods your hunger to tell others will increase.
Has life become a challenge? Are people around you responding in ways you don't really understand? Are things just not
working out well and you feel a bit hopeless...There are solvable, practical answers that are key to enjoying a successful,
happy life. Facing love brings to light the fundamental issues that create success and healing within the heart of
relationships so whether you are working, eating, praying or playing, life can be enjoyed the way God meant it to be.
Yemi & Cindy Agunloye are Apostolic Ministers gifted to share Christ by bringing peace and inner healing to see spiritual
growth and promotion through the doors of International Ministry and Business. Having overcome personal obstacles of
hardship through daily obedience they are now seeing God change lives all over the world. Their home, ministry, and
business headquarters are in St. Louis, Missouri, USA.
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